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The Elephant Camp is nestled within the Wild Horizons Wildlife Sanctuary, resting lightly on a ridge between

the Batoka Gorges and Masuwe River. The tented lodge is brimming with a timeless safari elegance which

flows onto a spacious eco-friendly deck to reveal an uninterrupted view of the Batoka Gorge, watering hole

and the breathtaking spray that swells above the Victoria Falls rainforest. The main area invites continuous

engagement with the beautiful wild surrounds, from the al fresco dining area to the sunken fireplace and

secluded viewing points.  

The canvas suites are carefully placed to capture the best views, featuring private balconies complete with

crystal clear pools, an outdoor shower and an elegant, uncluttered interior design. Three of the suites feature

star beds, elevated on a platform to enhance the depth of the dramatic view.

To ensure an intimate and exclusive safari experience, The Elephant Camp is divided into two lodges, Main

Camp and Camp West. Both are of the same exceptional standard and the flagship design of The Elephant

Camp Main has been thoughtfully adapted at Camp West, creating the perfect safari lodge option for

exclusive-use bookings by groups and families. 

Camp West harnesses the simple elegance of Main Camp, with a secluded main area, dedicated guide,

chef, host and private game vehicle. The Wild Horizons Wildlife Sanctuary is accessible only to our guests,

giving travellers a secluded space to reconnect with nature in the company of their loved ones.

With an exciting range of adventures included in the experience, guests can experience the best Victoria

Falls has to offer, as well as a few hidden gems, when they book their stay. Victoria Falls is a short transfer from

the lodge, giving guests the freedom to tailor-make their experience and find a balance between the

exclusivity of the bush and the excitement of Africa's Adventure Capital.

Introduction 

The Elephant Camp Main & The Elephant Camp West

The Elephant Camp Main: 

Lodge Facilities 

- Spacious lounge, bar & dining area

- Water-hole in front of the lodge

- Curio shop 

- Wi-Fi 

- Public area pool as well as private plunge pools 

- Deck with various secluded viewpoints 

- Sunken fireplace 

- Al Fresco dining area with a pizza oven 

The Elephant Camp West: 

Lodge Facilities 

- Spacious lounge, bar & dining area

- Views of the Spray of the Falls & Gorges

- Wi-Fi 

- Public area pool as well as private plunge pools

at each room.

- Deck with various viewpoints 

- Al Fresco dining area  



The Elephant Camp Main consists of 12 luxury suites while The Elephant Camp West consists of four suites.

Reimagined through a modern perspective, the essence of adventure inherent to a tented safari

experience is more aligned with how travellers have evolved. The imaginative use of canvas preserves the

romance of yesteryear with a classic safari atmosphere, accentuated by all the modern creature comforts

such as four poster beds, deep bathtubs, airy lounge areas, USB charging points and well-stocked mini bars

in each room. From the private plunge pools to the outdoor showers, the intimate suites inspire meaningful

connections with the environment. 

Accommodation 

Family Suites 

There are four family suites altogether, two of which are at Main Camp and two at Camp West. The family

suites have inter-leading rooms, each with its own bathroom and entrance so that children and parents

have their own space but easily visit each other to enjoy the private pool, deck and sunshine. 

Star Bed Suites 

While our family suites are perfect for multigenerational family groups, The Elephant Camp star bed suites

that offer a romantic hideaway for honeymooners and couples. Three premium suites are equipped with

this special feature, and the star-beds are elevated above the balcony with just a mosquito net between

the bedding and the Milky Way. The nocturnal calls of wildlife are even more soul-stirring when heard

beneath the constellations.

While remaining mindful of the environment, The Elephant Camp provides luxury
accommodation and service in one of the most beautiful destinations on earth.

 



Room Configuration

Family Suites Star Beds Standard Suite Total

TEC Main Two Three Seven Twelve

TEC West Two   None Two Four

The Elephant Camp Main

7 Standard Luxury Suites - maximum of 2 guests per suite 

2 Luxury Family Suites - inter-leading rooms each with a private entrance and bathroom

(maximum of 2 adults & 2 children per suite)  

3 Star Bed Suites

1 Twin Pilot / Guide Room – maximum of 2 pilots/ guides

2 Standard Luxury Suites – maximum of 2 guests per suite

2 Luxury Family Suites – inter-leading rooms each with a private entrance and bathroom

(maximum of 2 adults & 2 children per suite)  

 

 The Elephant Camp West

TEC Main & West Suite

Facilities: 

Private viewing deck and plunge pool

Private lounge area

Air-conditioning and fans 

Bath with a view 

Inside and outside shower  

Minibar and tea/coffee stations

220V main Electricity

USB charging ports

All suites are gorge-facing and have: -

TEC West

The Elephant Camp West has been

specifically designed to meet the needs of

smaller groups and families looking for a

more intimate and exclusive safari

experience. Although The Elephant Camp

West operates separately from Main

Camp, it embodies the same authenticity,

luxury and environmentally friendly ethos. 



Inclusions and Exclusions 

Included in The Elephant Camp & The Elephant Camp West Rates:

Accommodation, all meals and drinks

Complimentary mini bars in the rooms

Return Victoria Falls Airport / Livingstone Airport transfers 

Shuttle transfers to Victoria Falls town

Emergency Medical Evacuation cover

2% Tourism levy, VAT on accommodation, meals and drinks

Activities Included At The Elephant Camp & The Elephant Camp West:

Visit the Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust (www.vicfallswildlifetrust.org)

Elephant Conservation Experience

Cocktails & Canapés at the Batoka Gorge

Morning / Afternoon Game drives in the Zambezi National Park 

Birding & Nature walk on the Wild Horizons Wildlife Sanctuary 

Lunch at the Lookout Cafe - Including drinks

Village Tour

Guided Tour of the Falls – Zimbabwe (Excluding Entry Fees)

Victoria Falls Canopy Tour (Excluding Park Fees)

Sunset Cruise on the Zambezi Royal (Excluding River Usage Fees)

Excluded From The Elephant Camp & The Elephant Camp West:

Premium brand drinks

Gratuities

Curios and All items of a personal nature

Rainforest Entry Fees (Zimbabwe side Tour of the Falls) - currently US$20 for SADCC Residents &

US$50 for Internationals though this is subject to change

Conservation Levy – USD 15 per person per night (Payable upon invoice & subject to change)

Laundry 

Child Policy

Children over the age of 7 are most welcome at The Elephant Camp (unless exclusive lodge use is

booked whereby we will accept children of all ages). Two children aged 7-16 years (inclusive) can share

a family suite with two adults. Children aged 7-16 years (inclusive) will be charged 50% of the adults

sharing rate. Children under the age of 16 years are not permitted on any Walking Safaris. Please refer

to the Wild Horizons Lodge Terms & Conditions for our full Child Policy.



Included Activities Descriptions 

Guided Tour of the Victoria Falls 

The Victoria Falls waterfall, also known as Mosi-oa-Tunya (the Smoke

that Thunders), is one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World and

a UNESCO World Heritage site.

On your guided walking tour of the falls, you will have the opportunity

to discover the many facets of the magnificent Victoria Falls. Explore

the rainforest while learning about the history of the Falls, its geological

significance and its flora and fauna. You'll have the opportunity to

soak up the beautiful vistas, lush surroundings, magical waterfalls, and

the spray of the Falls.

*Excludes rainforest entry fees

Itineraries can be adapted and planned according to preference and with so many activities included in

the package, guests will experience the best Victoria Falls has to offer as well as a few hidden gems other

travellers don’t know about. 

Lunch at the Wild Horizons Lookout Cafe 

The Lookout Café has become a Victoria Falls landmark restaurant.

Perched on the edge of the Batoka Gorge above the raging Zambezi

Rapids, the Lookout has panoramic views of the Victoria Falls Bridge

that hangs in the chasm of the Gorge, connecting Zimbabwe and

Zambia.

Though called the Lookout Cafe, the meals are more refined than

everyday eats. Enjoying dishes like the grilled lemon and garlic

Zambezi bream, with the gentle rumble of the river drifting over the rim

of the Gorge, makes the 'place on a plate' sentiment a reality. Casual

dining has never been more decadent.

Cocktails & Canapés at the Batoka Gorge

Indulge in a selection of cocktails and canapes on the rim of the

Batoka Gorge, where the Zambezi Rapids rage 120 meters below. This

hidden gem is the perfect place to enjoy a sundowner and is

exclusively for guests staying at The Elephant Camp. 

Village Tour

Travelling is one of the ways we write the story of our lives. It is also one

of the best ways to hear stories of other cultures, beliefs and people.

The Village Tour digs beneath the surface of Victoria Falls' and

celebrates cultural diversity. The Village Chief will take guests around a

nearby rural village, explaining the local customs, traditions and

lifestyles. The Village Tour empowers the local community to share their

heritage with visitors, and the experience gives guests an insightful

understanding of the local culture.  



Included Activities Descriptions 

Victoria Falls Canopy Tour 

The Canopy Tour is a fantastic family-friendly adventure that consists

of a network of slides, trails and rope bridge walkways within the

Batoka Gorge. The activity and offers incredible views of Zambezi

rapids, Victoria Falls Bridge & the spray of the Falls. Located next to the

Wild Horizons Lookout Café, the guided two-hour tour reveals a unique

birds-eye view of one of the seven natural wonders of the world. 

Visit The Vic Falls Wildlife Trust 

The Elephant Camp is surrounded by natural beauty, and we focus on

creating a space where guests can form a relationship with and learn

about the environment they are in. We do this through our partnership

with The Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust, located in the Wild Horizons Wildlife

Sanctuary adjacent to the lodge. VFWT is a non-profit entity and

dedicated vehicle for promoting conservation awareness, education,

and community empowerment. Guests will visit the High-Care Wildlife

Rescue and Rehabilitation Centre and Laboratory facilities to learn

about innovative conservation initiatives from a team of passionate

research and wildlife experts.

Elephant Conservation Experience 

The Wild Horizons Elephant Sanctuary was established as a safe haven

for orphaned elephants who had been abandoned or injured through

incidents of poaching. Our private concession spans 4,500 acres and

the herds roam freely, sharing the natural space with other wild

animals, The Elephant Camp and The Wildlife Trust. This is their stepping

stone back into the greater wilderness area and our goal is to have

guests spend time with the herds in an immersive but unobtrusive way

that demonstrates the value of conservation initiatives.

The experience begins with an insightful presentation, shedding light

on our successful rescue-rehabilitate-reintegrate program and guests

are welcome to ask questions before they venture out to wherever the

herd have chosen to graze that afternoon to engage with the rangers

and gain a deeper understanding of this keystone species. 

The Elephant Conservation Experince goes beyond simply surveying

wildlife, to encompass meaningful enlightenment that creates synergy

between our guests and the wilderness. 

The Elephant Conservation Experience has been accredited as a MAKE TRAVEL MATTER® experience by

Thompsons Africa and the TreadRight Foundation. Find out more here. 

https://www.treadright.org/make-travel-matter-experiences/


Included Activities Descriptions 

Zambezi Royal Sunset Cruise 
The Zambezi River Sunset Cruise is one of the most popular activities in

Victoria Falls. Typically lasting around two hours, the luxury Zambezi

Royal cruise explores sections of the upper Zambezi close to the

Victoria Falls and further upstream where the Zambezi and Mosi-Oa-

Tunya National Parks flank the river. 

Guests can look forward to 5-star service, hot & cold canapés,

creative cocktails and a selection of beverages. The cruise captain

will give a brief presentation on the journey of the Zambezi while

guests enjoy the stunning scenery on the upper Zambezi River. 

Sunset cruises depart from the Wild Horizons jetty at approximately

16h00 daily. Please note in winter (May-August) activities may be half

an hour later in the mornings and half an hour earlier in the afternoons.

Transfers for the sunset cruise leave camp at 15h15 in winter and at

15h45 in summer.

Game Drives 

Game drives are a quintessential safari experience, and with over

4500 acres of traversing wilderness, no two game drives are ever the

same. The Elephant Camp is the only lodge nestled within the

expansive Wild Horizons Wildlife Sanctuary, so guests can exclusively

explore the pristine wilderness during a morning or evening game

drive. 

Professional, passionate and knowledgeable safari guides lead the

game drives. The freedom of structure creates a continuous

adventure, and the journey follows the calls and contours of the

landscape. 

Rated one of the best lodges in Zimbabwe, The Elephant Camp is more than just a
destination - it's an experience characterised by immersive encounters with nature

and enlightening cultural and conservation excursions. Our dedicated team is
intuitive yet discreet, understanding that the experience is a chance to return to

life’s simple pleasures and meaningful moments.
 



E-Brochure

Lookout Cafe Brochure 

Image Gallery 

A Day At The Elephant Camp

Meal Times:

07h30 - Breakfast starts

13h00 - Lunch starts

12h30 - Elephant Interaction

18h30 - Pre-dinner drinks

19h30 - Dinner starts

Transfers to Victoria Falls Town 

At The Elephant Camp, we would like our guests to feel very much like they can come and go at their

leisure. However, meal times are scheduled as follows: 

We can slightly alter meal times depending on various activity times. The Elephant Encounter is

scheduled for 12h30 daily. We typically start the experience with an informative and educational talk

and then proceed down to the camp waterhole where we meet the Elephants. Any other activities

that are available in and around Victoria Falls can be booked according to guests’ preferences and

availability. 

We provide two complimentary return shuttles to town per day. Wake-up calls can be arranged the

evening before, as well as packed breakfasts for early birds either checking out early or going out on

activities.

Please note Check-In is at approximately 14h00 and Check Out is at 10h00.

Massage Treatments and all other activities on offer in the Victoria Falls area are available at an

additional cost.

Important Links 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Home/23793/The_Elephant_Camp

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rwx1emfm668qsfc/AAC4tRmJXGO0jb_z5LlXrvxxa?dl=0

https://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Home/46465/The_Lookout_Caf%C3%A9

Availability 
https://wildhorizons.resrequest.com/reservation.php?20++++0+WB2

Website https://www.theelephantcamp.com/

Email info@wildhorizons.co.zw

https://www.facebook.com/theelephantcamp
https://www.instagram.com/the_elephant_camp/?hl=en
https://www.tripadvisor.co.za/Hotel_Review-g293761-d1812935-Reviews-The_Elephant_Camp-Victoria_Falls_Matabeleland_North_Province.html
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Home/23793/The_Elephant_Camp


Air-Conditioning & Fan 

Bath 

Cellphone Reception 

Credit Card 

Curio Shop 

Family Suites 

Gym 

Hairdryer 

Indoor Shower 

Internet Access 

Location 

Number of suites (TEC Main)

Number of Suites (TEC WEST)

Outdoor Shower 

Room Safe 

TV

Yes

Yes

Yes

Visa and Mastercard 

Yes

4

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Victoria Falls National Park

12 

4

Yes

Yes

No
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